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Four Pillars of Security
Security is a vital part of Disha Dashboard and is designed 

& built into our platform at every important step.

Authentication Authorization

Encryption Policy Complaint
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Pillar 1: Authentication

Access to the various services within the Disha 
Dashboard is abstracted and authenticated with a short 
lived session token to ensure secure communication. The 
token is generated when a known user logs in, ensuring 
that the identity of the user is verified and it is a 
pre-requisite for the authorisation. Universal standard 
Two factor authentication via mobile phone is added to 
make sure valid user is logging to the system.

Disha platform uses salted hash based on bcrypt 
algorithm. 
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Two Factor Authentication
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Two Factor Authentication
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Pillar 2: Authorisation
Without proper authorisation, the users cannot access any resources or services within the Disha 
Dashboard. Such permissions are controlled using metadata based authorisation which includes 
permission to read/write metadata and further interactions on the resource being represented 
within the metadata.
For example: Membership to a certain role will determine if the user will have access to view certain 
data and the permission to view widgets on a dashboard.
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Pillar 3: Encryption

1. All data is encrypted during outgoing transmission (using TLS/SSL protocol). 

2. Logging, Monitoring & Auditing
The Disha Dashboard maintains activity and system access logs. As part of a system-wide 
logging facility, security-related events which are logged include but are not limited to:
• Authentication events
• Changes to users or roles, including additions, deletions, modifications, and failed 

attempts to perform these actions.
• Changes to memberships (for roles), including adding members, removing members, 

and logging failed attempts to perform these actions
• Disha Dashboard has a log retention policy stipulated for 5 years, and may analyse 

the logs on needs basis by the Disha Dashboard Technical Team. Logs may not be 
provided to non-Disha project personnel without prior approval from the Disha 
Dashboard Project Head. 

3.  Application Security: The security audit of the Disha application performed as per 
OWASP Top 10. 
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          Pillar 4: Policy Compliant

Disha Dashboard is also compliant with the following 
laws: 

(1) IT Act, 2000
(2) Aadhar Act  

Disha Dashboard doesn’t handle any personally 
identifiable information of any individual. All 
information is present at aggregated geography level.


